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Defining the plasmonic cavity performance based on mode
transitions to realize highly efficient device design
Understanding the plasmonic nanocavity strength based
on near field enhancement deterioration rate and mode
transition helps to realize the highly efficient device
designs utilizing nanoparticle on the mirror platform.
Unchanged dipolar mode design showed a slower local
field deterioration rate (55%). Transition mode (dipolar to
quadrupolar) exhibited rapid local field deterioration (86%).
Two exciting scenarios of transition modes are also identified.
The combination of continuous dipolar mode and edge
effect can uplift device efficiency in various applications.
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Designing and realizing high-potential applications in the fields of
energy conversion, fuel generation, sensors, and photonic devices
require a precise understanding of fundamental plasmonic properties. In the above-mentioned applications, a plasmonic nanoparticle
on mirror (NPOM) nanostructure is employed as one of the key
fundamental components. However, NPOM’s plasmonic properties
are not understood in detail, especially in terms of mode transitions
along with the edge eﬀect, which is a crucial requisite in devising
device eﬃciency. In this work, we classified the plasmonic nanocavity strength and its respective near-field enhancement deterioration rate% based on mode transitions and the edge eﬀect,
which plays a significant role in defining the device eﬃciency.
Superior light properties with a slower near field enhancement
deterioration rate% (55%) from the NPOM nanostructure can be
observed when it exhibited an unchanged dipolar mode (in the high
plasmonic nanocavity strength region) in combination with the
edge eﬀect (medium to NP-only strength region). In the case of
the quadrupolar to dipolar mode transition, two interesting cases of
surface charge evolution are reported: case one – smaller near-field
enhancement numbers are obtained when the NP surface charge
close to the metallic mirror disappears during the mode transition;
and case two – higher near-field enhancement numbers are
obtained when the NP surface charge close to the metallic mirror
dominates during the mode transition. Irrespective of both scenarios,
the quadrupolar to dipolar mode transition resulted in a rapid
near field enhancement deterioration rate% (case one – 86%, case
two – 81%). We find that the NPOM nanostructure with a combination
of an unchanged dipolar mode and edge effect property can uplift the
efficiency of devices in multiple applications.

Introduction
In recent years, plasmonics has attracted potential interest for
use in highly eﬃcient devices in the fields of energy conversion,
fuel generation, sensors, and photonic devices.1–14 Understanding
plasmonic mode fundamentals and properties is critical, as these
factors play a defining role in material performance.15–21 Factors
like flexibility and simplicity in fabrication, good geometrical
tolerance, large dielectric layer thicknesses with superior device
characteristics, and low-cost processing are essential for developing next-generation devices with multiple applications.22–29
Significantly, the nanoparticle shape, material, design, and size
in a plasmonic device play considerable roles in determining the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and near-field
enhancement properties.30–36 In addition to these parameters, it
is necessary to consider the geometrical edge effect, which
influences the near field enhancement in plasmonic nanostructures. In applications reported dominantly utilizing plasmonic
nanoparticles (NPs), the presence of compounds, molecules or
quantum dots is dominantly seen close to edges of the NPs. It is
essential to consider the edge effect, which determines the
efficiency of the device. For this purpose, considering the
plasmonic modes and their transitions under various conditions is indispensable.
The origins of plasmonic modes (dipole, quadrupole, and
other higher-order modes) and mode transitions in the
presence of geometrical modifications are important for determining device properties (e.g., the light coupling eﬃciency,
light confinement, extraction, and absorption).16–18,20,30,36,37
These mode properties define the plasmonic nanocavity
strength and light confinement probability based on geometric
tolerances. Superior light confinement at sub-wavelength scales
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and the deterioration of near-field enhancement are primarily
defined by these plasmonic modes and their modifications
under various geometric conditions. The combination of
plasmonic modes and geometrical edge effects will play a
critical role in improving device properties such as absorption,
field enhancement, and power conversion efficiencies. These
properties are fundamental to realizing highly efficient devices
in the fields of energy conversion, chemical/biological sensors,
cavity quantum electrodynamics, surface-enhanced spectroscopies,
single molecule detection, and waveguiding.4,7,9,11,19,27,35–43 The
importance of the above-mentioned plasmonic modes is illustrated
by plasmonic nanoparticle–film coupled systems, commonly
referred to as nanoparticle (NP) on mirror or NPOM systems. These
systems display rich plasmonic modes and have a high potential
technological utility.11,16,19,27,35,41,44,45 These NPOM designs mimic
theoretical free-space dimer (FSD) designs, in which two metallic
nanoparticles (NPs) are separated by a nanogap distance to create a
hot spot.36,44,45 The dielectric layer inserted between the NP and
mirror acts as a virtual hot-spot region, in which attractive
plasmonic properties can be realized.
In this work, we would like to investigate the primary
importance of plasmonic modes (non-transition and transition
modes) in combination with the edge eﬀect upon geometric
variation and their influence on: (i) the strength of the
plasmonic nanocavity, and (ii) the near-field enhancement
deterioration rate based upon the combination of plasmonic
mode transitions and the edge eﬀect. Instead of discussing
which NP shape provides superior plasmonic characteristics,
we systematically studied the plasmonic nanocavity strength,
from high to low strengths, the near-field enhancement, the
edge eﬀect, and the origin of the modes underlying this trend.
Similarities and diﬀerences between the plasmonic nanocavity
strengths were thoroughly investigated. The in-depth analysis
of plasmonic modes in combination with the edge eﬀect
reported here will help provide interesting insights for applications in multiple fields.

Materials Advances

Fig. 1 (a) Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the NPOM plasmonic
structure with broadband plane wave light source excitation applied from
the top. NPs with shapes of a sphere, disk, or cube, and their optical
properties are discussed and compared in detail. Simulated broadband
near-field enhancement |E/E0| results obtained from the following NP
shapes in the NPOM nanostructure: (b) sphere, (c) disk, and (d) cube.
Various simulations were carried out as a function of the dielectric layer
thickness t (minimum of 2 nm and maximum of 50 nm).

material properties were assigned to the values for gold. The
refractive index of gold was taken from the Johnson and Christy
database and was modeled using Lorentz–Drude dispersion
fitting.44–48
eðwÞ ¼ 1 

m
X
f0 wp2
fj wp2


þ
2
wðw  iG0 Þ j¼1 wj  w2 þ iwGj

(1)

Materials and methods

The material index fitting from eqn (1) is divided into two:
the first term describes Drude fitting with plasma frequency
‘‘wp’’, oscillator strength ‘‘f0’’, and damping constant ‘‘G0’’; the
second term being the Lorentz modification describing the
number of oscillations ‘‘m’’ with frequency ‘‘wj’’, oscillator
strength ‘‘fj’’, and damping constant ‘‘Gj’’. A broadband plane
wave source was used to excite the NPOM nanostructure from
the top (+Z direction).

Modeling

Near-field enhancement calculation

A schematic diagram (Fig. 1a) of the plasmonic nanostructure
(NPOM) surrounded by air was investigated using threedimensional (3D) finite element method (FEM) simulations
(COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5, Waveoptics Module). NPOM nanostructures having common NP shapes (sphere, disk, and cube)
were used to assess the plasmonic nanocavity functionality. To
simplify the work, the NP diameter was fixed to 80 nm throughout our simulations. The cube was modeled as having rounded
corners, with a radius of curvature of 8 nm, as described
previously.11,41 The disk thickness was fixed to 30 nm. The
near-field enhancement numbers for a disk with t = 2 nm and a
cube were comparable. To avoid complex quantum eﬀects in
NPOM, we started with t Z 2 nm.45,46
The dielectric layer (refractive index n = 1.5) thickness t was
varied from 2 nm to 50 nm. The NP and metallic mirror

The refractive index of gold was taken from the Johnson and
Christy database and was modeled using Lorentz–Drude dispersion fitting.44–47 A broadband plane wave source was used to
excite the NPOM nanostructure from the top (+Z direction). The
broadband near-field enhancement |E/E0| was extracted using a
box-shaped electric field monitor closely surrounding the
NPOM nanostructure. The average volume integral of |E/E0|
was obtained from the average near-field enhancement spectroscopy as follows:17,36,44,45
ÐÐÐ
jE=E0 jdV
Near-field enhancement ¼
(2)
V
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In eqn (2), E describes the local electric field (Ex, Ey, Ez), the
amplitude of the incident electric field is E0, and V is the
volume at a certain distance within the metal film–NP surface.
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Three-dimensional surface charge mapping
The skin eﬀect and integration of Gauss’s law were used to
calculate the surface charge density (r).17,21,37,44 A large
induced charge density (rr) was assumed to be present at the
surface (S) of the metal, and this density decreased exponentially as it spread within the metal as per the skin eﬀect.
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rr = rer/d

(3)

Here, r is the surface charge density at the surface, r is the
depth from the surface, and d is the skin depth. Within the NP,
the total polarization charge Q = 0:
ððð
ððð
rer=d drdS
Q ¼
rr drdS ¼
ðð
ðR
¼  rdS er=d dr

(4)

0

ðð
¼ dð1  eR=d Þ  rdS
S

R denotes the radius of the NP. The integral form of Gauss’s law
was applied:
ðð
FE ¼ Q=e0 ¼  ðn  E ÞdS
S

ðð


¼  nx  Ex þ ny  Ey þ nz  Ez dS

(5)

S

In eqn (5), the electric flux through the metal surface S is given
as FE, the outward normal vector is given as n = (nx, ny, nz), the
local electric field is E = (Ex, Ey, Ez), and the permittivity of a
vacuum is e0. From here, the surface charge density could be
derived as follows:


e0 nx  Ex þ ny  Ey þ nz  Ez


r¼
R
d 1  e d
(6)


a nx  Ex þ ny  Ey þ nz  Ez
As shown in eqn (6), the surface charge density r is given as
(nxEx + nyEy + nzEz). The surface charge mapping approach was
used to extract the three-dimensional surface charge distributions using an FEM simulation. These results will be helpful in
understanding the complex plasmonic mode properties.

shapes, the sphere-based NPOM design displayed extreme
sensitivity to |E/E0| as a function of the dielectric layer thickness (Fig. 1b). The |E/E0| numbers rapidly dropped as the
dielectric layer thickness increased from 2 nm to 10 nm, with
minimal differences in the resonance |E/E0| wavelength l shift
as compared with the disk- or cube-based NPOM nanostructures. The other NP shapes (Fig. 1c and d) indicated that the
resonance |E/E0| wavelength (l) was indicated by a B1.7-fold
increase in the |E/E0| strength. Please see the ESI,† Fig. S2, for
the disk- and cube-based NPOM plasmonic nanostructures’
broadband near-field enhancement |E/E0| results for the t =
2 nm condition (at wavelengths between 1000 nm and
1300 nm).
The plasmonic nanocavity eﬀects obtained from the simulated NPOM designs were explored by extracting and plotting
the resonance |E/E0| wavelength l (Fig. 2a) and its maximum
|E/E0| (Fig. 2b) as a function of the dielectric layer thickness t.
As discussed earlier, the sphere-based NPOM nanostructure
displayed poor plasmonic characteristics compared with the
other NP shapes. Note that the plasmonic nanocavity region in
the sphere-based NPOM design mimicked a point-shaped
cavity (NP–film interface, as shown in the XY cross-section).
This point-shaped contact formed a smaller plasmonic nanocavity volume (or hot-spot region). Hence, severe deterioration
in the near-field enhancement was noted, even with minimal
dielectric layer thickness modification. Note that this NPOM
plasmonic nanocavity mimics a metal–insulator–metal (MIM)
structure in which the resonance wavelength tuning depended
on the cavity width of the structure.44 The MIM approximation
attributed the minimal difference in the resonance |E/E0|
wavelength l shift (36 nm) to the sphere-based NPOM’s smaller
cavity width (l shifted from 585 nm to 549 nm as t varied from
2 nm to 10 nm), in contrast with the disk and cube NPOM
designs. For t 4 10 nm, no major changes in the sphere-based
NPOM design were observed.
Interestingly, the disk- and cube-based NPOM nanostructures followed a similar trend in the resonance |E/E0| wavelength l modification when t was varied from 2 nm to 50 nm.
Thin dielectric layer variations (between 2 nm and 10 nm)
revealed the following diﬀerences in the resonance |E/E0|
wavelength l shift: 469 nm broadband tuning for the disk

Results and discussion
Broadband near-field enhancement spectra
The simulated NPOM designs prepared from three diﬀerent NP
shapes (cube, disk, and sphere) are shown in Fig. 1a. (The
model is discussed in detail in the Materials and methods
section.) These three NPs are primarily chosen here for two
significant reasons: commercial availability of NPs or more
facile fabrication compared to other NPs by lithography; and
most studied and reported for device applications. Broadband
near-field enhancement |E/E0| spectra of the three NP shapes
used in the NPOM design are shown in Fig. (1b–d). Of all the NP

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Fig. 2 Resonance |E/E0| wavelength l (a) and respective maximum nearfield enhancement |E/E0| (b) data as a function of the dielectric layer
thickness for the sphere-, disk-, and cube-based NPOM plasmonic nanostructures. These numbers were extracted from the broadband spectra
presented in Fig. 1. The dashed lines are provided as a guide to the eye.
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(1192 nm to 723 nm) and 423 nm broadband tuning for the
cube (from 1135 nm to 712 nm). For t 4 10 nm, the diﬀerence
in the resonance |E/E0| wavelength l modification was small:
54 nm (disk) and 51 nm (cube). By contrast, major diﬀerences
in the near-field enhancement were observed in the cube- and
disk-based NPOM plasmonic nanostructures. The near-field
enhancement trends could be divided into two cases: case
one, encompassing t variations between 2 nm and 20 nm,
and case two, encompassing t variations 420 nm. At t =
2 nm, the extracted maximum near-field enhancement numbers
were similar for the disk = 156 and cube = 161 nanostructures.
The disk-based design’s |E/E0| deteriorated by 59 over the case
one range (at t = 20 nm, the near-field enhancement was 97) and
the value for the cube deteriorated by 98 (at t = 20 nm, the nearfield enhancement was 64). Rapid near-field enhancement deterioration was clearly observed for the cube-based NPOM over the
case one range. A similar trend in |E/E0| deterioration was
observed over the case two range for both plasmonic nanocavity
designs, with a decrease of 21 for the cube (at t = 50 nm, the nearfield enhancement was 31) and a decrease of 23 for the disk
(at t = 50 nm, the near-field enhancement was 74). The diskbased NPOM nanostructures exhibited superior optical characteristics as t increased. Note that the longer wavelength resonance condition for the cube- and disk-based NPOMs with a thin
dielectric layer arose from the wide plasmonic cavity relative to
that formed by the sphere-based NPOMs, which mimicked the
MIM structure.47
Classification of the plasmonic nanocavity strength
Considering the |E/E0| resonance wavelength shift and its
respective near-field enhancement properties as a function
of t, we classified the NPOM design plasmonic nanocavity
strengths (Fig. 3a). The Fig. 2 results were used to divide the
plasmonic nanocavity strength into three categories: (i) strong;
(ii) medium-to-low; and (iii) NP-only. The third classification,
NP-only, indicated that the contribution to the near-field
enhancement arose only from the NP, and the hot spot or t
contributions were negligible. The plasmonic nanocavity
strengths as a function of the dielectric layer t were as follows
(listed in the order of high; medium-to-low; and NP-only):
sphere NPOM (r6 nm; 46 to 10 nm; 410 nm), and disk

Fig. 3 (a) Classification of the plasmonic nanocavity strength in the
NPOM nanostructures prepared with sphere-, disk-, and cube-shaped
NPs as a function of the dielectric layer thickness. (b) Near-field enhancement deterioration rate percentage, which emphasizes the importance of
the NP shapes studied in this work.
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Fig. 4 Three-dimensional electric field amplitude profiles for the sphere-,
disk-, and cube-based NPOM plasmonic nanostructures extracted from
diﬀerent classifications of the plasmonic nanocavity strength, as described
in Fig. 3.

and cube NPOMs (r14 nm; 414 to 35 nm; 435 nm). These
properties were reflected in the three-dimensional electric field
amplitude profiles (Fig. 4), which identified the contributions
of the near-field enhancement regions. The ESI,† Fig. S3, shows
the conventional cross-sectional XZ electric field amplitude
profiles. In addition to larger ‘‘hot-spot’’ volume, the edgebased near field enhancement influence can be observed for
disk- and cube-based NPOM nanostructures, which resulted in
better |E/E0| numbers (for both similar and higher t conditions)
when compared with the spherical NP. This edge eﬀect is
critical for NPOM based device applications utilizing the mixing of compounds, molecules or quantum dots as a high
probability of attachment was seen with edge(s).
Near-field enhancement deterioration rate%
We next compared the deterioration of the near-field enhancements for the NPOM nanostructures employed in this work.
The |E/E0| deterioration rate% was calculated using the data
presented in Fig. 2b. The minimum to highest ratio of the |E/
E0| diﬀerence provided the deterioration rate% (see the ESI† for
details). The calculated |E/E0| deterioration rate% values are
shown in Fig. 3b. Deterioration rates of 85%, 55%, and 81%
were observed for the sphere-, disk-, and cube-based designs,
respectively.
It is necessary to understand why the near-field enhancement in the cube-based nanostructures deteriorated rapidly
despite having a nanocavity strength classification (along with
the edge eﬀect) similar to that of the disk NPOM. In addition,
we considered why the |E/E0| deterioration rate% trends for the
cube and sphere NPOMs were similar. The electric field amplitude profiles alone did not provide answers to these questions;
therefore, we utilized the three-dimensional surface charge
distribution mappings (explained in Section 2.3), which oﬀered
an interpretation of this complex phenomenon (Fig. 5).
Mode transitions
As mentioned in the introduction, rather than discussing
which NP shape is best, it is significant to view the influence

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 5 Three-dimensional surface charge density mappings for the
sphere-, disk-, and cube-based NPOM plasmonic nanostructures based
on three primary classifications of the plasmonic nanocavity strength, as
described in Fig. 3. The highlighted colored dashed boxes show the
available modes in the nanoparticle when the plasmonic nanocavity
strength is high. The illustration of positive and negative charge signs is
marked only for NPs to clarify the interpretation of the results (for the film
case, the charge signs are not marked).

of near field enhancement in terms of plasmonic mode transitions concerning t modification in the NPOM nanostructure.
Based on the three-dimensional surface charge density
mappings of the simulated NPOM nanostructures (Fig. 5),
we primarily categorize the mode transitions (from ‘‘high’’ ‘‘medium-to-low’’ nanocavity strength region) into two types:
type one - dipolar mode only (ex. disk NPOM) and type two quadrupolar to dipolar mode transition (ex. sphere and cube
NPOM). In the type one category, irrespective of t modification,
the dipolar mode remains unchanged. This dipolar mode only
disk NPOM’s optical property reveals its superior near field
enhancement properties when compared to the other designs
presented in this work. Coming to the type two category, it is
interesting to see a significant diﬀerence in the sphere and
cube as to how the quadrupolar mode changes to the dipolar
mode with an increase in the dielectric layer thickness: sphere
NPOM - disappearance of bottom surface charges in the NP;
cube NPOM - disappearance of the top (Fig. 6). In the sphere
NPOM’s quadrupolar mode condition (t = 2 nm), the
dominance of surface charges in the NP close to the metallic
mirror (bottom part) becomes less when compared to the top
part. As t increases, the bottom part’s surface charges become
negligible and disappear. In other words, the surface charges
covering the sphere NP’s top part dominate the entire NP
region when it changes to the dipolar mode. Looking at a
similar condition with the cube NPOM’s quadrupolar mode
(t = 2 nm), it is the opposite case to the sphere. The contribution of surface charges in the bottom part of the cubic NP close
to the metallic mirror becomes dominant and completely
covers the NP when it changes to the dipolar mode (in other
words, the surface charges covering the top part of the NP
disappear). This fundamental change in the NP’s surface
charge property explains the better performance for the cube
when compared with the sphere despite having a similar

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 6 Two diﬀerent cases of quadrupolar to dipolar mode transition
mechanisms as a function of dielectric layer thickness modification explaining
the sphere- and cube-based NPOM’s optical property diﬀerences.

quadrupolar to dipolar mode transition. Higher |E/E0| numbers
can be obtained from the NPOM nanostructure if the NP’s
bottom part surface charges become dominant when changing
from the quadrupolar to the dipolar mode, as seen with the
cube. If the scenario becomes the reverse (surface charge
dominance based upon the NP’s top part, as seen with a
sphere), smaller |E/E0| numbers will be obtained in comparison. However, irrespective of any case of a quadrupolar to
dipolar mode transition, it will lead to a rapid |E/E0| deterioration rate%. Additionally, its possible to extract better |E/E0|
(nanocavity region covering medium-to-low - NP-only) on the
basis of the edge eﬀect.
Overall, a superior near field enhancement property is
possible with the NPOM nanostructure on the basis of a
combination of two factors, which results in a slower |E/E0|
deterioration rate%: an unchangeable dipolar mode and the
edge eﬀect. In addition to the |E/E0| deterioration rate%
obtained from the resonance |E/E0| wavelength position
(or lR), we also considered the lR  100 nm broadband range
either for wavelength-tunable applications or for material
(ex. QD) resonance wavelength mismatch (especially for the
cube- and disk- NPOM, see the ESI,† Fig. S4). It is necessary to
design a device with excellent optical characteristics across a
broad wavelength range without severe deterioration in its
eﬃciency in spite of having minor topology defects or fabrication errors.26 Excellent optical characteristics can be seen
with the disk due to its slower |E/E0| deterioration rate% all
across the lR  100 nm range when compared with the cube.
Considering all the above properties, the NPOM nanostructure
involving the disk NP can boost the variety of the device
performance.
Numerous studies of NPOM nanostructures have examined
sphere-, disk-, and cube-based NPs. The plasmonic nanocavity
strength and respective near-field enhancement deterioration
rate% as a function of the mode transition and edge eﬀect
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reported in this work will find significant importance. It is critical
to consider the mode transition properties when designing
NPOMs, as the plasmonic properties play a crucial fundamental
role in the device components used for fuel generation, energy
conversion, photodetectors, sensors, single-molecule detection,
and photonic devices. A limited decline in device eﬃciency can
be realized with a precise design choice of plasmonic nanostructures in terms of near-field enhancement deterioration rate%,
absorption, and unchanged dipolar mode properties.49 It is
crucial to note that an NPOM nanostructure having geometrical
parameters delivering a non-transition mode (dipolar mode only)
property in combination with the edge eﬀect is essential to realize
a highly eﬃcient device. Note that the non-transition (dipolar)
mode-based NPOM nanostructures support a flexible geometrical
tolerance that is advantageous for device fabrication due to an
unchangeable dipolar mode property. On the other hand, NPOM
nanostructures that support transition modes (quadrupolar to
dipolar) display poor plasmonic characteristics because these
mode changes limit the device functionality. It is possible to
realize a highly eﬃcient device based upon the cube NPOM but
that comes with a restriction (only at thinner t). In short, NPOM
nanostructures with non-transition modes achieve superior geometrical tolerance, enabling low-cost device fabrication.

Conclusions
In summary, we presented a three-dimensional FEM simulation
study of NPOM plasmonic nanostructures based on three commonly
used NP geometries: sphere, disk, and cube. We designed a measure
to assess the plasmonic nanocavity strength and respective near-field
enhancement deterioration rate% on the basis of mode transitions
and the edge eﬀect. Better plasmonic nanocavity strengths were
observed using the disk and cube NPOMs compared with the sphere
NPOM. The near-field enhancement deterioration rate% showed a
superior optical performance for the disk (versus cube) NPOM,
despite having similar plasmonic nanocavity strength classifications.
The superior light confinement and enhancement properties of the
disk NPOM were attributed to the non-transition mode (dipolar
mode only) behavior in combination with the edge eﬀect. Rapid
deterioration in |E/E0| was observed using the cube and sphere
NPOMs due to the transition mode (quadrupolar-to-dipolar). A nontransition dipolar mode-based NPOM design in combination with
the edge eﬀect has high technological potential because it can be
used to fabricate highly eﬃcient devices for use in multiple fields
with flexible fabrication specifications and good broadband usage.
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